
Stochastic Localization So if we think of a measure-valued

We have been using a "localization" random process:

process for HDX: M =Mxp, - ,-.-
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distribution over measures. I
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Local-to-Global: Stochastic localization is a different

IE (Varm(f3] > 8-P,Van
scheme that works in continuous time:

x(N) - x(rl1M) SM
TelRs,ox(x- 1)x)rPxel

IECEntme(fT)>,8 -Pe-Entaf] (for simplicity think of My on 5113%, but
↓ it works for My on 1RY)

Pacel"ms- PrCrIIM
The original def is to multiply a linear:

Pxz(u8x+e(MDxxe)
dM+(x) =M(x) (x-mean(M),d

[Chen-Eldan] Studied "localization schemes"
this is a random

&Iternative:
more generally.The equire notions of HOX vector

are called conservation of variance 2 MY+d
=M+(x) (1+ <x-mean(MI)6

conservation of entropy. think of N(o,dtf



Note that Matt is still a distribution Lem: As long as WI is a martingale,

that is IEISdWI]=o, the process

[N++ax =

EM,+ Mt is a dist-valued martingale: ;

Sdwi) [meanmeananneans Convenient choice: Jane WI to be

Brownian motion:
So as long as d't is infinitesimally small,

dWt = N(o,d+I)
so that no Mik) becomes to,

mean (MI)

I will be a distribution
at all times.

What about being a martingate?
V- x

IEFCdM,(X)T=M(x). (X-meanINsCdWT ↑ime t

L
enough to be four runs for m unit on 9113



Note that we do not have to fix this follows from Ho's Lemma:

ws in advance. In fact we can Quick aside:

~decide based on suppose we have a cont time
let dWt =N(,2)

process X that:

necessary for martingale
dX
y
=m,d+ +c6dB
I

Can we write a closed-form such a thing is standard Brownian
called to process motion

expression for My?
Then what is YfIN for

Claim: We always have
T

some "nice function" I?
=xAX + hX

M(X)XM(x) e Chain rule is wrong:I
exp of quadratic dYx+f((xx) (med+ + obdBd



Example. We can use its to understand Ig (M(x)

Yet is on - in stochastic localization.
Noto

average smaller! X+
=M(x) dWt =dBt

↑ I
n-dim

Its's Lemma: We have 1to term
dX1=M(x) ((x

-mean (M),bw
Brownian

mer Y= I9M((x) then (g(z)=dY
=f(xx).(md++E1dB+ f(x) od+ 19"(z)= Ez

T

his is because in Taylor series of I dY = (M+),dw+) +
chain rule part

we have to go until second order.
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f(X+ + my++GdB!
=f(xx)+ f(x)(md+ + OodBd) + ↓"(xt

hf"(Xx)(md+ + 6dB-.... So dYo =-*Exdt+(something) X) *Something
we can drop everything

of magnitude (bt

butdBEdH



This means that we always have -
we also know MLSt [Atain-Koehler-Phanuous

M(x) <M(x) eXAx
+ hx and Proof:Suppose we run stochastic localization

F[i]
Then we have

IA
+
=
-*2d 316, M(x)xexp) - x6+x + hx)6-6+c

This is very convenient when M itself
6=6-1-E,dt

We will make sure that 6,300
is explquadratic).

[Eldan-Roehler-Zeitsuni] What we'd like to show is that for

↑um: Suppose M(x *exp) **(x + hx) on x=fp If(x)- 2

513". This is an Ising model. Then we have I IE(f(b

if 0,96((1-5)F, Glauber dynamics <E(fif)i,s(h) Var2fT
xm

on a mixes rapidly (trel = 0,(n) dirichlet form of Glamber dynamics



Luckily the dirichlet form is
-So the Dirichlet from only decreases over

time(on average)
a supermarkingale.

M(dEm(fit)) -a
- If we could prove Varuff] stays the

[
same or increases, we could then

[a(x,y)(f(x)-f(x) pull back a Poincareinequality for

&

x+y-d My to a Princare inequality for M..
on hypercale ↓

r

h.
MY -Note that Varm(f) - ESf(x2]-ocxMy(X)+ My(4)

A
this is a Harmonic

this stays
on arg. the same

mean

- So it is enough to make sure that
Exercise: Because M(x), Mx(y) are martingales

IECF(x]
>
stays the same on arg

their harmonic mean is supermandingale.
We will show with prob 1!



Let's keep lEmiff(x] the same as. This has a nonzers solution

as long as rank Jy>1.
dIEm(f(x)]= [f(x) dM,(x) S(x) mean(M+

=(EMf(x)x - Endw So we run the process and reduce

d #)until it becomes rank 1.
some vector Ut

Thm: If It is rank 1 and 56, 8(1-5)
As long as we choose dwy orthogonal

then it has (n) Poincare.
to this rector we are fine Proof. Follows from Dabrushin++
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